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About This Content
Now with famous Ukiyoe woodblock prints in Collection mode!
Ukiyoe are a traditional Japanese style of woodblock prints. "53 Stations
of the Tokaido" is a famous series of 53 Ukiyoe prints created by Hiroshige
Utagawa during his travels in 1832 on the Tokaido coastal road from Kyoto to
Edo (modern day Tokyo). We're excited to bring the entire set to Koi-Koi
Japan and we encourage you to collect them all by successfully clearing
stages in Collection mode.
This DLC includes:
・Collection mode Ukiyoe option (53 Stations of the Tokaido)
・A new guide character named May
・Clear all Ukiyoe stages and receive a bonus background image
(selectablein Theme settings)
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Many thanks for this great educational game! :). Season pass doesn't include calling all units or wild run.. Even though a mobile
port, this game is definitely worth 3-6$.. Ugly game. Floaty combat and cheap animations. Not fun.. Very Good Hope they
make another. Not Online multiplayer, no audio options. this game is 2 bads in one.. I've always argued that real fun can exist in
a game that's very difficult. But the game has to provide you something more than, "Oh well, you died. Try again." in order for
you to come back. The gameplay doesn't have to break the mold but it has to offer this "X factor" that makes even dying, fun
and a natural part of the game.
In this game when you die, and you will die a lot, the transition of throwing you back into the game is 100% smooth. The
graphics are above-average, the sound is pretty standard but the overall presentation is pretty ho-hum and difficulty is brutal. I'm
not wasting anymore time trying to get better at this. I love shoot em ups but there are others that are worth more of my time.. I
bought all three chapters of ZS bundled on a whim, and so far I'm glad I did. Just finished Ch. 1 and had a good time playing it.
I will say that there are a few levels where cards get stuck on the board and cannot be removed unless using the rifle to shoot
them off. At other times a card will get stuck and not come off until a later play. This seemed to happen more often in the
higher levels. I liked the power ups and found I used the Joker and the rifle more than anything. It was like Christmas when
those would come hidden under cards.
While I did enjoy the game quite a bit, I HATED the match three Candy Crush type mini game! Would have loved a "Skip"
button for those. I don't like that game and I was never able to beat it without going into Casual mode. It seemed way harder
than it needed to be right up until the very last one.
The little text adventures were fun. The Hidden Object portions tended to be really easy, but still provided a little variation in
the game.
While at times the solitaire hands did seem rather easy, overall it was fun and pretty relaxing. I'm looking forward to digging
into my next two chapters!
. The DLC adds a lot of armed velichles available as drops to the main game, with a lot of different properties. They are fun to
drive and who wouldn't love a car with a wind gun mounted on the front?
The car races are good. They are like the similar races from Mad Max, only this time they aren't tedious and irritating in some
cases. They are good for a couple of hours and you can actually learn how to use the different cars for different purposes. The
only problem I see that shooting cardboard figures is a bit out of place in the game, but this ensures that there are no crazy
difficulty spikes like in Mad Max. You get three hours of pure fun, which is exact the amount what I felt was appropriate.
Some of the races may have a bit too much explosions, like all the time. And I'm like, explosions? YES. Having this as the
biggest issue pretty much explains why I would recommend this DLC
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Adictivo...
100% Recomendado. i enjoy this game a lot but for some reason when i try to sawp between my cars it tries to charge me for
the car. Am i the only one experiencing this bug?. Interesting take on the roguelike genre here. Simple and challenging, pick this
up if you want a bit of a puzzle each time you play.. So get this ALL ABILITIES GO TO LVL 20, but if you are not in a clan
you can only get to lvl 5. and cant lvl your gear up either,. I don't really get why we need 4 monkey masks. But if Gage thinks
it'll help... Anyways, the melees are all pretty standard melees and aren't all that special. The Raven, on top of being the most
concealable primary shotgun, is a pretty solid shotgun with decent stopping power. The M1014 is a great backup weapon for
some quick crowd control or focus-firing specials. Same goes for the Street Sweeper, but the Street Sweeper makes up for the
lower damage with faster firing and more rounds in the clip. I always use 000 Ammo unless I'm using HE Rounds, which are
pretty much only good for Dozer stun-locking.
TL;DR - This pack comes with more shotguns. If you want shotguns you'll buy it.. I'm another who has played this since the old
Windows versions days. I'm enjoying this version on Steam so far. I would agree with others it would be nice to be able to
Window it. Also I'd love to see some Steam achievements and\/or cards!
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